


𝑹𝝁𝝂 −
𝟏

𝟐
𝒈𝝁𝝂𝑹 = 𝟖𝝅𝑮 𝑻𝝁𝝂



One cannot escape the feeling that these 

mathematical formulae have ... an intelligence 

of their own, that they are wiser than we are, 

wiser even than their discoverers

Heinrich Hertz



Force of gravity



Fuerza de Gravedad

Curvature



K Schwarzschild to A Einstein

letter dated 22 December 1915
from the Russian war front

“I made at once by good luck a search

for a full solution. A not too difficult 

calculation gave the following result:”

𝑑𝑠2 = −𝑐2 1 −
2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2𝑟
𝑑𝑡2 +

𝑑𝑟2

1 −
2𝐺𝑀
𝑐2𝑟

+ 𝑟2(𝑑𝜃2 + sin2 𝜃𝑑𝜙2)



𝑑𝑠2 = −𝑐2 𝟏 −
𝟐𝑮𝑴

𝒄𝟐𝒓
𝑑𝑡2 +

𝑑𝑟2

𝟏 −
𝟐𝑮𝑴
𝒄𝟐𝒓

+ 𝑟2(𝑑𝜃2 + sin2 𝜃𝑑𝜙2)

Something odd going on at  𝑟 = 𝒓𝑺 ≡
𝟐𝑮𝑴

𝒄𝟐

“Schwarzschild singularity”

(do not confuse with singularity at 𝑟 = 0)



So?



For stellar-mass objects:

𝑟𝑆 =
2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2
≃ 3 𝑘𝑚



3 km

700 000 km



That’s way too small! 

Ignore it…



BUT...

Lemaître (1932-33)

𝑟 = 𝑟𝑆 is an apparent singularity, not real

much like the origin of polar coordinates



BUT...

Lemaître (1932-33)

𝑟 = 𝑟𝑆 is an apparent singularity, not real

much like the origin of polar coordinates

... published in a Belgian journal



So, 

is this physical or not?



Can gravitational collapse
shrink a star beyond the 

“Schwarzschild singularity”?



Ask the master



Einstein’s worst blunder

He was blind to the most striking
prediction of his theory: 

Schwarzschild’s solution describes a 
Black Hole







A star can collapse and shrink 

beyond 𝑟 = 𝑟𝑠 =
2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2



Einstein got it wrong
But he never knew about it



One cannot escape the feeling that these 

mathematical formulae have ... an intelligence 

of their own, that they are wiser than we are,

wiser even than their discoverers

Heinrich Hertz



Let’s not 
talk about 

it...

Years later, at 
Princeton...



1950’s-1960’s
“Schwarzschild singularities” 

are physical, 
unavoidable consequences 

of General RelativityJA Wheeler

R Kerr
R Penrose

D Finkelstein

W Israel

B Carter



One can’t keep calling it 
“gravitationally completely 

collapsed object”…

How about 
BLACK HOLE?

...yes!

That’s an 
obscene 
name!

JA Wheeler 
1967







Fuerza de Gravedad



Event Horizon (smooth)

Singularity (bad)



Light cannot escape the 
event horizon

Event Horizon

Singularity



There is no matter:

it’s been annihilated at the singularity

Only curved spacetime remains





Gravity as 

spacetime fluid

in motion



The river of life

Space moves like a fluid

Points in the fluid move relative to each other

A freely falling 
(inertial) body moves 
along with the flow





Gravity = dragging by motion of fluid/space



Equivalence principle: 
EVERYTHING is equally 

dragged by fluid



The star collapses......what does remain?



spacetime 
empty and 
distorted



What is the horizon?

Why can nothing 
escape?



Communication in water



No signal can travel 
faster than the speed of 

sound



If the water does not move

hi there!



If water moves < velocitysound

it’s hard to 
hear you...



water moves = velocitysound

Sonic horizon

are you there?
Can’t hear you 

at all



water velocity=0
0 < water velocity < velocitysound

water velocity= velocitysound

Horizon

Supersonic sink



Can’t see you





Objects 
move inside  
light cone

Accelerating to try to get out only makes things worse



You can’t see 
the singularity

The singularity is not a point, 
but an instant in the future, 

where space annihilates 
(little Big Crunch)





Do they exist?



GW150914
Yes!



GW150914
Direct evidence

Observed

Theory



Enter Quantum Mechanics



+ ℏ ⟶

1974



Black Hole 
Information Paradox

A problem of 

fundamental irreversibility



Is information lost forever 
inside a black hole? 





Have I lost forever all the info 
in my tablet?



A similar problem?

Have I lost forever all the info 
in my tablet?



NO!

Have I lost forever all the info 
in my tablet?





You only need to gather all the ashes and radiation

and process them through a quantum 
supercomputer*

*thought experiment
work in progress

CUÁNTICA



Quantum evolution is unitary

= reversible at fundamental level

| 〉 | 〉
𝑈 = 𝑒−𝑖𝐻𝑡

𝑈† = 𝑈−1

= 𝑒−𝑖𝐻 −𝑡



Initial information is
always present, 

only terribly scrambled

| 〉 | 〉



All parts of the system can 
exchange information with 

each other

| 〉 | 〉



| 〉

?

| 〉 | 〉



Once inside the black hole, nothing can 
be communicated to exterior



| 〉

⇒ radiation cannot communicate 
information about what fell in the 

black hole

| 〉| 〉



Option A

Information is lost, even at a fundamental level

Black holes win

Quantum mechanics must change



Option B

Information is not lost

Quantum mechanics does not change

Somehow information must remain outside the 
black hole



Have I lost 
forever all the 
information?

YES!!
1976-2004



NO!!
2004-...

Have I lost 
forever all the 
information?





Contradictions between 
well-established theories

⇓

Conceptual revolutions in 
Physics



This debate has sparked work on the role of

quantum entanglement

in the 

emergence of spacetime



Einstein understood the fundamental 
importance of both: 

spacetime geometry (1915)

quantum entanglement (1935)

Time to merge them?



Slogan for the next 100 years?

“Spacetime is a geometric way of 
encoding quantum correlations”

Homework assignment: 
Precisely what does this mean?



Questions?


